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Title of Project: The Adventure Learning Trail: Public History in Indiana, PA
Grant Period: January 1, 2016 – June 30, 2017
Grantee Name: Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Project Director: Dr. Abigail Adams
Description of Project:
With support from the ARC through the Appalachian Teaching Project, students from
IUP’s Introduction to Cultural Anthropology (ANTH 211) partnered with the Downtown
Indiana Business Improvement District, the Historical and Genealogical Society of
Indiana County, the Indiana County Office of Planning and Development WalkWorks
Program, and local Boy Scout Troop #29 to create a geocache trail in downtown
Indiana, PA. The Adventure Learning Trial is the product of a successful collaboration
which linked the intellectual and creative resources of IUP students with these
community partners through the creation of a sustainable community program that
provides educational resources for the larger public. The Adventure Learning Trail is a
historical geocaching trail through downtown Indiana along the pre-existing WalkWorks
route. As community members and visitors geocache important historic sites in beautiful
downtown Indiana, they can learn about Indiana's history and listen to the voices of
long-time residents, or "memory-keepers", recalling their experiences growing up in
Indiana, PA. The objective of the ALT is to encourage community engagement with our
rich history in Indiana County. 2016 marked the Bicentennial of Indiana, and this
anniversary celebration provided the ideal platform from which to launch a public history
project that connects the past to the present and raise historical consciousness.
Downtown Indiana is a non-profit organization focused on revitalizing the commerce
and culture of downtown Indiana, PA by “enthusiastically promoting the commercial
activity of the community's business owners and supporting the presence of its property
owners though the Business Improvement District.”1 DI has recently initiated a number
of projects related to economic development in Indiana, including Small Business
Saturday and the Indiana Fire and Ice Festival. Collaborating with DI was an ideal
relationship for this project as the objectives of DI include marketing and economic
development and the promotion of the downtown district. The objectives of the
Adventure Learning Trail are directly aligned with these objectives.
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More information about their facilities and programs can be found at http://downtownindiana.org/
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The Historical and Genealogical Society of Indiana County is a longstanding community
organization, originating in 1938, with the mission “to promote a greater appreciation of
the Indiana community's rich heritage and a better understanding of life today.”2 The
HGSIC has an extensive library that contains census records, early newspapers,
cemetery transcriptions, surname files, family collections, county and general histories,
atlases and maps, abstract court records, directories, periodicals, and more. Librarians
and historians of the HGSIC assisted students from ANTH 211 with conducting
historical research on the seven identified sites.
Our third community partner was not originally identified in the initial grant, but during
the research process it became clear that this was an obvious partnership for the goals
of the project. It was recommended by the director of Downtown Indiana, Mr. David
Janusek, that we work with the historic sites already identified by the WalkWorks
Program that was recently established in the town. The WalkWorks Program, overseen
by the Indiana County Office of Planning and Development, is a collaboration between
the Indiana County Office of Planning & Development, Pennsylvania Department of
Health, and the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health to increase
opportunities for physical activity across Indiana County. The goal of the program is as
follows: “Through this grant funded program, planners work with local communities to
identify community-based walking routes and form sustainable walking groups that will
enhance and expand active transportation with the ultimate goal of improving the health
of County residents”3 Placing the Adventure Learning Trail along the historic sites
already identified by the WalkWorks program was an ideal approach. The community of
Indiana is already familiar with the WalkWorks trail and we were able to build upon the
resources of the program, including a detailed map of the sites. There are 40 historic
sites identified along the WalkWorks trial in downtown Indiana. We chose to focus on
seven specific sites to highlight on the ALT that were selected through
recommendations made by the director of the HGSIC and student input.
Boy Scout Troop #29 (http://troop29.dcomsol.com/) is a long-standing local troop which
is responsible for maintaining the caches located along the Adventure Learning Trail.
Troop #29 will do monthly maintenance of the ALT by checking all seven sites to make
sure that the caches (hidden objects) have not been “muggled.”4 Additionally, Troop #29
plans to add additional geocaching sites to the ALT as a troop activity. The investment
of local youth makes this project a viable and living part of the Indiana community.
Activities:
Our students actively engaged with our partners throughout the semester, beginning
with a workshop at the Northern Appalachian Folk Festival. The Northern Appalachian
Folk Festival, held annually the weekend after Labor Day in Downtown Indiana,
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More information about their facilities and programs can be found at http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~paicgs/.
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More information about their facilities and programs can be found at http://icopd.org/indiana-county-walkworks-program.html.
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When a cache is “muggled,” it means it has been removed or damaged. The term is used widely in the geocaching sub-culture
and is a term taken from the Harry Potter book series.
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celebrates the art and culture of the region with free live music, exhibits and
demonstrations, workshops and vendors.5 Dr. Brandon Vick and I presented the plan for
the Adventure Learning Trail to the Indiana community and ANTH 211 students during
the afternoon of Sunday, September 11th at a local restaurant and hang-out called
Spaghetti Benders. There were approximately a dozen people in attendance, several of
them geocaching enthusiasts who had heard about the workshop and expressed great
excitement about the future ALT.
On September 21st, students from Cultural Anthropology 211 attended an oral history
workshop on campus presented by oral history expert and IUP history professor Dr. Erin
Conlin. Dr. Conlin informed students about the methods of oral history, the importance
of ethical practice, how to formulate appropriate questions, equipment use, and finally,
interpreting oral histories. This was an extremely useful introduction to the project as
none of the students in the class had experience with collecting oral histories. In
addition to presenting a lecture on oral history collection, Dr. Conlin shared with the
class several helpful resources, including “Oral History for Texans” by Thomas L.
Charlton.
During the class session on 10/05/2017, students from the Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology class walked five minutes from campus to the historic Clark House to
meet with the executive director of the Historical and Genealogical Society of Indiana
County, Mr. Johnathan Bogert. During this visit, students were exposed to the HGSIC’s
extensive library and exhibits. This was an introductory session during which librarians
and historians of the HGSIC explained the archives and how to access them. Mr.
Bogert gave a lecture on the history of Indiana County and invited students to come and
access the library of the HGSIC, free of charge, anytime during their hours of operation
(Tuesday through Friday 9 - 4 and Saturday, 10 - 3). After the formal lecture, students
had the opportunity to browse the current exhibits including a display on the coal
company baseball teams in the region and the history of mining accidents. Throughout
the semester, students independently visited the Historical Society to conduct research
on their assigned site. Our students actively engaged HGSIC and in students’ end-ofthe-year evaluations of the course, many discussed their engagement with the project:
“Project working with the community was a welcome break from normal studies,” “Loved
the project and now I know a lot about Indiana, too,” and “Thank you for introducing us
to the Historical Society. I have one in my town and I visited it over break for the first
time.”
After conducting their initial historical research at the HGSIC, students from my
Introduction to Cultural Anthropology class, with IRB approval, collected oral histories
with senior Indiana residents, including long-time mayor George Hood. Another
participant was 96-year-old Jean Williams, the president and active member of the
Indiana Garden Society, who has lived in Indiana her whole life. The participants were
identified with the help of local Indiana Historian and IUP Professor Emeritus, Dr.
Charles Cashdollar. Students interviewed participants about their experiences growingup in Indiana and their memories and reflections on the seven ALT sites. The
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interviews took place primarily in the private homes of the participants. All interviews
were recorded and excerpts from these interviews will been uploaded to the ATL
facebook page (www.facebook.com/adventurelearningtrailindianapa) for posterity. As
community members and visitors walk the ALT, they can listen to the voices of our local
memory-keepers as they reminisce about Indiana.
The first weekend of December, Dr. Brandon Vick and I accompanied fourteen IUP
students (Emily Bergman, Jennifer Bracken, Joseph Dusbiber, Kameron Ganje, Zach
Gibson, Mitchell Gilbert, Joshua Kraushaar, Olivea Norris, Yulisa Oseguera Lopez,
Stephanie Raby-Reeger, Chris Sanjuan, John Snow, Amelia Stevens, and Peter
Trouba) to Washington, D.C. for the ATP conference. The group designed and
presented a poster of their research at the conference (see attached PDF). The entire
group also highlighted their project during a formal presentation. They performed well,
with 84% of conference participants agreeing (mid-high or high) that the IUP group
engaged its community partners and addressed questions of sustainability well. Eightyfive percent of conference participants also agreed that the group was prepared and
communicated their research well.
Student Stephanie Raby-Reeger presented the ALT research at the IUP Undergraduate
Scholar’s Forum on April 4th, 2017 and was featured in an IUP media report about the
conference.6 The article states “The Adventure Learning Trail is more than a
collaboration between IUP students and several local agencies. It’s also a tool for
teaching people about the rich history of Indiana County and for preserving its stories.”
Additionally, students Stephanie Raby-Reeger and Emily Bergman presented on the
ALT at the PASSHE Anthropology Undergraduate Conference in West Chester, PA on
April 22nd. Stephanie presented “Promoting the Preservation of Cultural Heritage
Assets through Active Learning on the Adventure Learning Trial.” Emily presented the
ATP poster that was created by the students for the ATP conference in Washington.
Finally, On June 21st at 6 p.m., in conjunction with WalkWorks and Downtown Indiana,
we will hold the grand opening of the Adventure Learning Trail in Downtown Indiana.
We have invited the memory-keepers of our community and will have several speakers
to launch the ALT and present it to the community. We will be distributing the rack card
that we have created to promote the ATL (see attached PDF) and will do a geocaching
workshop to introduce neophytes to the world of geocaching.
Project Outcomes
The project has met its goals including student intellectual development and the
production of a geocaching trail grounded in public history. Students conducted original
research that required active engagement with our community partners as well as the
larger Indiana community. Students assumed the responsibility of engaging the
historical archives at the HGSIC, locating elderly residents of Indiana to interview, and
collected oral histories that will eventually be archived by the university and HGSIC for
posterity. Students became more aware of the resources in the community, the deep
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history of Indiana, and the importance or saving oral histories as our memory-keepers
age. Additionally, students learned about the unique economic and cultural history of
Appalachia through readings and independent investigation. Through the support of the
Appalachian Regional Commission, students became active, informed, and empowered
learners and leaders, helping to publicize and present their findings to local program
providers interested in issues of historic preservation and community engagement. This
project was successful in the ARC’s strategic plan to “Innovate, partner, and invest to
build community capacity and strengthen economic growth in Appalachia.” Specifically,
the Adventure Learning Trail is a program which will help to strengthen the economy of
our Appalachian community by drawing people to engage our beautiful downtown and
spend money at our many businesses. Additionally, the ALT draws upon our Northern
Appalachian communities natural and cultural assets. The ALT highlights the rich
history of our town and encourages visitors and residents alike to walk through our
beautiful community and learn about the past through a historic journey.
The project has laid the groundwork for continued community engagement and public
history by establishing seven original sites with the potential development of more than
30 additional historic sites along the pre-existing WalkWorks Trail. The WalkWorks
Program Manager, Barb Hauge, wrote: “WalkWorks is thrilled to be partnering with the
Adventure Learning Trail to offer folks the chance to learn about the history in Indiana
Borough along the WalkWorks walking route. This is a great way to tie together health
and learning.” Through student ownership and engagement, the ALT has been created
to promote historic engagement, outdoor adventure, and community sustainability in our
beautiful downtown landscape of Northern Appalachia
Problems Encountered:
The project encountered a few problems during the course of the grant. First, students
in the Introduction to Cultural Anthropology class were mostly first-year students and
they did not have the depth of research experience that many older students do. As a
result, there was a steep learning curve. Yet, to my delight, the majority of students (14
out of 17) rose to the occasion and now are seasoned researchers in oral history.
Secondly, as is bound to occur with historical research, there was some contestation of
facts and ideas. For instance, most local history attributes the name of Vinegar Hill, one
of the seven sites on the ALT, as being so-named by early Scots-Irish settlers because
the hillside strongly resembled a hillside in Ireland. A local memory-keeper who was
interviewed, octogenarian Shirley Risinger, insists that the name came from a cider
press that once was housed at the top of the hill and caused a “vinegary stench”
throughout town. The solution was to include all origin stories, even competing ones, in
the archives. Additionally, the site of the former Gates Hospital has very little historical
documentation associated with it and few memory-keepers recall this hospital. Thirdly,
because the project extended beyond the fall 2016 semester into the spring 2017
semester, some students were more willing than others to continue the oral history
research on top of their semester load.
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I learned several lessons from these obstacles that I will take into consideration when
designing and implementing future ATP projects. The first problem, having neophyte
researchers, will be addressed by targeting a higher-level class for future projects. For
instance, during the next ATP cycle, I plan on using students from a 400-level course to
conduct the research. I also am aware that Dr. Poole and Dr. Vick had an issue during
the 2015-2016 ATP cycle with graduating seniors after the fall semester, so I will be
very wary of this issue in the future. The second problem (i.e., historical contestation
and lack of historical information) were products of the nature of this research and were
specific to this project. Finally, the problem with maintaining student investment in the
project when they are no longer you student in a class is difficult to mitigate and is a
common problem with larger student-involved projects. I will organize the project next
year so that the vast majority of the research work occurs during the fall semester. This
will also address the problem with students graduating at the end of the fall term.
Program Continuation and Sustainability:
In the short-term, the goal of this project was to establish the ALT in our community and
present Indiana with a new, outdoor adventure opportunity for its citizenry and visitors.
This trail has been established and the research conducted by students is being
archived by the HGSIC to add to local knowledge. The long-term impact of the ALT will
be to promote economic sustainability in our Northern Appalachian community through
the ongoing development of the ALT by the addition of more sites along the WalkWorks
Trail by Boy Scout troops, elementary educators, and geocaching enthusiasts. This is a
living project which will continue to grow as other stakeholders pick up where our
students left off. Furthermore, IUP’s students have develop a model of implementing a
historical geocaching trail that can be adopted by other Appalachian communities. The
nearby community of Blairsville, PA has already expressed their interest in creating an
ALT in their downtown. The ALT is a project that has provided an opportunity for IUP
students to gain invaluable historical research experience at the university level and the
citizenry of Indiana now has a living history project which can be built upon to create a
deeper engagement with our past and promote economic grown in our Northern
Appalachian community. The IUP Administration is wholeheartedly committed to
supporting our future participation in the ATP.
Conclusion and Recommendations:
The 2016-2017 ATP was an enormous success for our students and our community.
Students faced challenges with conducting oral histories and linking with the larger
Indiana community. While IUP students are often isolated on campus and don’t have
substantive engagement with the community around them, the ALT gave anthropology
students the opportunity to forge significant and long-lasting relationships with
community members and become invested in Indiana, the town. I view the ATP as an
incredibly valuable opportunity for students to learn and Appalachian communities to be
positively impacted by their work. Additionally, the ALT was created to increase local
historical engagement and promote economic revitalization in our downtown area. A
7

WalkWorks program was already in existence and has been attracting many older
citizens to walk through downtown Indiana. The ALT is now attracting more families to
our downtown and more young people can be seen exploring our public spaces.
Although it is difficult to enumerate the exact economic impact the new attraction of the
ALT has on downtown Indiana, we have heard anecdotal reports of student groups and
families engaging the ALT and spending time and money in Indiana.
We are planning on building on the oral history research done this past year as well as
during the 2014-2016 cycle which focused on rural poverty and food access by creating
a project for the 2017-2018 that brings together popular and local recipes from long-time
residents into a cookbook with stories. Students from Dr. Adams’ Anthropology of Food
class (ANTH 430) will create a Northern Appalachian cookbook which will document
regional recipes and foodways. We will work with local food justice organizations,
including Indiana’s local Farmer’s Market and the Center for Community Growth, to
document and publish a record of our local foodways. There are several organizations
working in Southern Appalachia to record the foodways there, including the Southern
Foodway Alliance and the Appalachian Food Story Bank, but not so for our northern
region. As Brillat-Savarin stated, “Tell me what you eat, and I will tell you what you are.”
By recording and documenting the foodways of our region, we will add to the
preservation of Appalachian culture while promoting sustainability and economic
growth.
The 2016-2017 ATP cycle established an Adventure Learning Trail in our community to
foster local engagement and historical exploration. Students, working with community
partners, have helped preserve and promote the charm, quality, and culture of Indiana,
PA by creating a sustainable community program that provides educational resources
for the larger public. Through the generosity of the ATP, IUP students were able to
produce a virtual, historical excursion in downtown Indiana that will serve to stimulate
tourism, encourage learning, and promote economic revitalization of the town. David
Janusik, Director of our community partner Downtown Indiana wrote this: “Downtown
Indiana, Inc. is excited to be a part of this partnership. The Adventure Learning
Geocaching overlay of the WalkWorks program is an additional attraction that will
expose individuals to not only the program but also to the downtown business district
and the many businesses and services.” In sum, this project was very successful and
will continue to give-back to Indiana as its residents and visitors explore our history and
enjoy our town along the Adventure Learning Trail.
Attachments (in PDF format):
Items in the attachment PDF file include the following:
• Flyer announcing workshop by Dr. Abigail Adams and Dr. Brandon Vick at the
Northern Appalachian Folk Festival on 9/11/2016
• Email correspondence from the Director of the Historical and Genealogical
Society of Indiana County, Mr. Johnathan Bogert
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•
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Final Poster presented at the ATP and the PASSHE Undergraduate research
conference in West Chester, PA.
IUP media coverage of students presenting at the ATP Conference in D.C.
IUP media coverage of student Stephanie Raby-Reeger presenting at the IUP
Undergraduate Scholar’s Forum on 4/12/2017
The rack card created to promote the Adventure Learning Trail
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